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Introduction "
Human problem solving has certa~n characteristfcs~ Various persons' usually have different
skills, such as plmng, sensing, the :ability' to communicate etc. Persons domain
knowledge is· usually also different. This implies that the prob~eIIl solvers often have
different appropriateness for a given problem. These characteristics are also valid for
problem solving in a distributed environment. In addition, the problem solvers as one
group, must take care oft:b.e decomposed sub-problems. They must share their knowledge,
and they must share the available resources. Aspects ofdistributed problems which may be
independently distributed include actions, knowledge, resources and work [Bond 88].

Distributed Problem Solving (DPS) can ,be defined as [Durfee 88](Page vii):
"loosely-coupled, distributed networks·o!.seini-auiOhomous problem solving agents
that perform sophisticated problem sOlving and cooperatively interact to solve
problems"
"
. '.
.
Loosely-coupled means that eaSh',; agent spends more of its time computing instead of
communicating. In a loosely-coupled system the shared computing services are provided
by sorrie of the computers in the network and accessed by.software that runs in all the
computers. A distributed network is a collection oftwo or more computers (or processors)
which are interconnected by some physical medium. Semi-autonomous means that each
agent in the system governs itself to a high degree.
Distribution may be defined in several ways. Bond and Gasser [Bond 88] defines it in term
of conceptual"distance" between the distributed elements. According to them this distance
can be:
• Computation cost; Distribution may be defined in tenns of the cost of using
knowledge or a special skill because it may vary depending on the location.
• Spatial distance; The spatial locations of agents, knowledge and sensor input define
an axis of distribution.
• Temporal distance; Knowledge and events may appear or become inaccessible
through time and may therefore be distributed. Storage is one way of ma-Icing such
knowledge accessible. Whether it can be stored or must be deduced will affect
temporal distribution and the utility of the knowledge.
• Logical or Deductive distance; The need to rely on intennediary processes to make
some new knowledge accessible is a basis for distribution.
• Semantic distance; Distribution may be justified by the desire for clustering of
knowledge items and their'access and use.
An agent in a DPS system can modify its behavior if needed, arid it can plan its interaction
with other agents. In som~ sense these agents are intelligentif we det}ne intelligence as the
ability to react-ro changing situations where decisions arebased-onknowledge.None o{the
agents in the system has enough informatioJ;1'to solve the overall problem. This may be true
for several.reasons; it may not be possible due to distribl1tion of infonnation or it may not
be feasible to distribute thejQ.fonnation duG.- to .capacity and ,efficiency ,considerations, The
group (the collection of agents workingonth~ same problem)' hopefully has enough
infonnation, and it must be shared to allow the group as a whole to produce an answer.
Problem solving maybe more efficient if agents explore different parts of the search space
concurrently. Sharing partial solutions may enable agents to form results that they previous
could not do, or narrow the agent's search space. Thus, effective problem solving must
have cooperation [DurfeeB 87]. Cooperation gives the distributed approach much of its
power. However, despite its prevalence, cooperation is still a poorly understood
phenomenon within computer science [Durfec 88].
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Metaphors for distributed problem solving
.

.

' .

Metaphors are frequently used to suggest a analogy between one kind of object or idea, and
another. The ship plQughs the sea is an example. Metaphors have also been used withiri
computer science. The most famous one is probably MacintoSh's desktop metaphor. It is
used to increase the abstraction level of the user interface so that novice users can see the
analogy to their working desk with documents, the trash can, etc.
There are several reasons why people cooperate; Le. to help somebody else, for their
mutual benefit, etc. A major reason is probably self-interest. We have to admit that most of
us are egoistic, so both individuals and groups tend to cooperate if they think they can
achieve more by working together than by working alone. Companies cooperate to increase
profits and engineers cooperate to solve problems.
Another reason for cooperation may be the complexity of the problem at hand. Both the
information a person can absorb and the detail of control he can handle is limited. Simon
calls this bounded rationality and defines it as [Simon 57]:

very

"Th~'capacity ofthe human mindforformulating and solving complex problems is
small compared with the size ofthe problems whose solution is requiredfor objectively
rational behavior in the real world - or even for a reasonable approximation to such
objective rationality."
A problem solving agent executing on a processor clearly exhibits the same limitations; a
processor can execute a limited number of instructions per second, and this limit both the
amount of information it can process and the amount of control it can carry out. These
shared limitations indicate that parts of human problem solving situations may be
applicable as metaphors for DPS.
. As stated earlier, both humans. and computers "suffer" from boundedrationality. This is a
, prime factor in the evolution of multiperson organizations, whether it is an unregimented
group or more structured alternatives [Fox 81]. By definition an organization is defined as
a composition of structure and control regime [Fox 81]. A structure can range from
hierarchies to heterarchies, while the control regime range from people being controlled by
others to markets where services are negotiated. Orgaruzational theory may therefore
provide a metaphor that can be used to coordinate problem solvers so that they cooperate
in a more coherent manner. Within organizational theory individual members try to form
an overall team. The purpose is to define. how each person in the organization is going to
act, and the form of interaction with other persons within the same organization. At a high
level of abstraction both human organizations and DPS systems addresses the same kind of
problems; which agent does what, which resources should be available to which agents and
the flow of control ,and information. These persons' activities and who they are going to
cooperate with are described in the organizational structure. Thus, such a structure will
help agents in a DPS system decide where to get the wanted information, basically how to
manipulate the information and whom to askfor advice,and where to send the results.
This metaphor is suitable when agents have well defined relationships and that this
relationship is relatively static. The solution method must also be known Le. the
responsibilities of the different agents. Agents do not have to be very independent, thus,
less sophisticated behavior needed.
Scientific communities can also be used as metaphors for studying distribution and
cooperation in problem solving processes [Kornfeld 81]. They are very successful at
generating and deciding between alternative explanations of phenomena. If we look at the
progress within scientific communities there are two different aspects:
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• Globally and over many decades the progress seems coherent and purposeful.
• Locally the situation is quite different. At a given moment of time there usually exist
many conflicting theories about the same phenomena. Scientists are arguing about
these theories. A theory that in the end turns out to be wrong might gain temporary
popularity.
These commUnities are highly parallel systems. Scientists work concurrently on problems
all over the world. The problems may be the same, they maybe related otthey might be'
quite different. In many cases the scientists don't even know about each other. One thing
most of them do is communicating their ideas,goals or results. This might either be done
by selecting some partners to cooperate with or like a broadcast to everybody who is
interested. Publishing articles or books is like writing on a public blackboard. This
communication might have different levels of influence on the worlc of the others.
Scientific communities exhibit many characteristics which seem useful and motivating
when designing DPS systems [Kornfeld 81]:
• scientific communities are concerned with resource control. Research programs
which seem promising often get more support thanless promising alternatives.
• once a paper has been published, it can never be "erased". The scientist may publish
a contradictory article, but the original will always be available;
• scientists can work concurrently without affecting each other or they may affect each
other.
.
• scientists can work concurrently on the same, similar or quite different problems.
A scientific community· consists of scientists (problem solving agents) who do research

most oft.lle tLrne (loosely-coupled and semi-autonomous). These scientists distribute L'1e,ir
work by publishing articles, using E-mail, using telephone, etc. (They are part of a
sophisticated form of distributed network). The reason for the overall success within
scientific community research is dueto its tolerance ofitsdiversity [Kornfeld 81].
Coordination of the. scientist's activities is not straightforward. As mentioned before, at a
given moment of time the activities of the different scientists do not necessarily look
coherent. The reason for this is usually that the scientists view problems differently, they
use different paths to get to the wanted solution or they disagree on what the solution is.
For their work to be coherent at a given time, the scientists must have knowledge about
hr\th
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Scientists seems to be "connected" in a loosely-coupled network. Cooperation between the
agents is a' result of reflections and ideas of the individual agents.· The coordination
mechanisms of these communities will therefore rely on highly sophisticated problem
solvers.
This metaphor is suitable for problems where agents needs to be independent, where the
solution method is unknown, and different alternatives must be developed in parallel. It is
also useful when the relationship between the agents changes relatively often.
.

.

.

The scientific community and organizational theory are two different metaphors for
designing DPS systems. They cover both edges of the problem space,from highly
independent agents to agents with more dependent relationships. For problems between
these extremes, it may be useful to use a combination ofthe two metaphors.
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Goals of cooperation
Cooperation is what gives DPS systems their potential power. However, this is not easy to
achieve when subproblems are interdependent. The main concern within the field is:

How to get agents who are perfectly willingto cooperate to act as a team?
Cooperation between agents is necessary in a distributed problem solving environment.
For any entities to cooperate inan efficient manner, their activities need to.be coordinated,
thus coordination is an essential part of cooperation. The goals of cooperation can be
divided in two; from the network's point ofvie.F and from the individual agent's point of
view. These do not have to be compatible, and the local viewpoint can vary from agent to
agent From the individual agent's point of view, the goal is to' maximize its local
performance [DurfeeA 87]. Examples of local. goals maybe:
• to allocate the resources needed
• to try to verify local hypothesis
Agents who are driven by self-interest must recognize -that cooperation is in their own
interest. To realize this, they need local-knowledge to guide them into cooperation
[DurfeeA 87]. If the problem solvers use goals to' guide their decisions, they can cooperate
by sharing high-level goals. However, this is not straight forward. If the problem solvers
have different views on how to achieve these goals, their different perspectives might lead
them towards competing solutions [DurfeeA 87]. Both the labour-party and the
conservatives have the same high-level goal; to reduce unemployment. But they have
different ideas on how to achieve this goal.

From a network poim of Yiew, the goal is to achieve the best possible networ.1C perfouuCiilce
[Durfee88]; to increase the task completion rate by the use of parallelism, to increase the
scope of tasks which can be handled by sharing resources (physical devices, information
and expertise), to increase the probability of completing a given task and to decrease the
number of hannful interactions among tasks. In a problem solving environment these
generic goals might be transformed into a more specific set of goals [Durfee 88]:
. • to increase problem solving speed by decomposition and by solVing sub-problems in
parallel.
.
. .
• to minimize agents idle time.
• to improve overall problem solving by allowing agents to exchange information.
• to increase reliability by replication.
~ to improve perfouIJfu"lCe by load balfu"lcing.
• to reduce the amount of unnecessary duplication.
• to increase confidence in a solution by verifying solutions.
• to develop a wide variety of solutions.
• to reduce the use of communication resources.
All these specific goals are general for a problem solving environment. In a given situation
it might be impossible or not even desirable to achieve them all. If speed is vital, time
should not be spent on verification of results or developing a wide variety of solutions.
Agents may cooperate in two ways. If their individual goals are compatible, the agents may
cooperate unwittingly as they pursue these goals on their own, or they may cooperate
intentionally. Agents may also be "forced" to cooperate by having predefined roles. The
rest of this paper will emphasis the latter case.
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Interaction among agents
Interaction is defined as the collective action ina DPSsystem which is initiated by one
agent taking an action or making a decision based upon the presence or knowledge of
another agent [Bond "88J. Interaction is inherently distributed, and it involves at least two
agentS. Interaction between agents is essential in a DPS system because this is what makes
it possible for several agents to combine their efforts in order to solve their common goal.
There are several ways that agents can coordinate each other's activities [Durfce 88J. They
can use one agent as a controller and send all information to this agerit. The controller is
then· responsible for the coordination. The agents can also broadcast their information,
leaving the individual agents to see how cooperation can be done. Or pairs of agents can
exchange information and form contracts with each other.
Dimensions of multiagent interaction
When viewing groups of agents, several dimensions of interaction are important. These
iIlclude [Bond 88J:
__
• among whom does it take place
• when does it occur. This is important because knowledge among agents may have
temporal relationships.
. • the content of the interaction, Le. what results should be shared, which information
to acquire, etc.
• how is it accomplished, Le. which agents are involved.
• why does it take place;Le. what triggered the interaction.
• thebasis of commonality, .i.e. is there a common language, shared context, etc.
In a DPS environment we need to have a language for interaction between the agents. In
order to design such a language we need to know what kind of knowledge to represent for
communication. In general, agents will have disparate knowledge [Bond 88]. This implies
that the language must be able to handle differences iri knowledge Le. communication must
succeed in spite of differences in knowledge. It must also allow communication about
disparities in knowledge. An example here is two agents who refers the same object, using
different terms and having different viewpoints.
The Contract Net Protocol [Smith 80J is an example of a protocol that uses a fixed
interaction language [Bond 88].The internode language consists of structured message
types; task announcements, bids and awards. These messages were tailored to the types of
information needed to solve the Contract Net's primary problem, marketlike task
allocation.
Interaction structures
One of the major problems within DPS is to decide which control regime to use. Some
research has been done in viewing distributed systems as being analogous to human
organizations [Fox 81]. A main conclusionis that many of the same parameters are present
within bbth areas.
An organization can provide a framework of constraints and expectations for agent
behavior, which focuses on decision making and action [Bond 88]. Organizations found in
literature are:
.
• Hierarchical organization; an hierarchical orgcmization is well suited when control
or results must be concentrated at onc point. Agents with more global information
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guide agents with less global infonnation. Decision-making data flow upward in
progressively more abstracted forms, and control flows downward [Bond 88]. This
organization is very sensitive to failure in one ofthe high-level agents. The different
agents do only have to know about their "mother" agent, and notabolit the other
agents. Each agent gets his tasks from the "mother", processes the tasks, and gives
then the result(s) back to the originator.
• Heterarchical organiz~tion; or organization as a community with agents having
rules of behavior. It may be viewed as a community of interacting agents.
Heterarchical structures, or flat structures,are much more robust to failure in high~
level agents than in a hierarchical structure. On the other hand, this interaction
structure often increases the communication and control overhead. There are not
differentlevels of responsibility. AJI agents have to know aboutthe otberagents, and
we have an all-to-all communication pattern.
• Authority structure; this type of organization reduces coordination work because
agents with lesser authority must accept a goal or a result from an agent with higher
authority. Thus, the most accurate and reliable agents should be allowed to guide the
other 'agents. The need for authority organizations can be reduced ~y lowering the
coupling and imerdependencies among agents because conflicts will be reduced, and
'
hence, theneed to resolve problems with authority [Bond 88].
• Marketlike organization; Several researchers have proposed that distributed
systems can be organized as markets. The Contract Net architecture, for example,
supports a market in both task and processing resources, through competitivebidding
[Bond 88].
However, several theorists of human organizations pointed out long ago that no
organizational structure is appropriate in all situations [Bond 88]. An organization must be
chosen for the .task at hand. When choosing the type of organizational model, two aspects
concerning task descliption should be focused; complexity and uncertainty. There are three
types of complexity; information, task and coordination. Information becomes too complex
when it needs more processing power than available to be processed. The information
complexity can be reduced by abstraction and omission 1 [Fox 81]. Task complexity deals
with the number of actions necessary to execute the task properly. The last one is
coordination complexity. The key here is that the actions of each agent must be
Coordinated to produce the expected result as fast as possible. Uncertainty has also been
.
•
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UJ.e ngnt. interaCtion srnicrlj.re fullong't.ne agenLS
[Fox 81].
~.

Since all organizations have their drawbacks, it is often a good idea to decompose a
particular problem into a combination of substructures. Vital parts of the network may
have aheterarchical structure to increase the possibility of a solution from that part of the
network. '
Aspects of interagent communication
In order to coordimite activities, entities must communicate with, each other.
Communication provides the basis for all interaction. A bad communication strategy will
therefore affect the performance oIthe interaction process. It is of vital importance that the
communication strategy carry as few "bad habits" as possible to the overlaying strategies.
Communication can be used poorly o'r efficiently, and used poorly it might lead to worse
perfoimance than with individual problem solving.

1 Only communicate necessary infonnation
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Communication is usecJ. in order to provide agents with necessary knowledge to relate their
actio:q.s to other agents' actions., to help synchronize actiorIs and to provide agents with
information generated by other agents [Bond. 88]. An agent can use two methods to get the
wanted information:
.• by asking other agents
• by computation. This may not always be possible due to lack of necessary basic
information at the agent or lack of processing power.
Two basic motivations for communication has been proposed [Bond 88]; agents share
relevant information about the . world they are sensing, and agents share relevant
iilformationabout their own intemalstates.. To decide what information is relevant is not
straight forward.'
Interaction between agents in a distributed eilVironment is very expensive because
cciriunimication is much slower than computation. This is certainly true if the agents are
loosely-coupled. After deciding what to communicate; the information need to be packed
into'a suitable format. The receiving' agent has to unpack the received packet, interpret the
ihfoimationand possibly respond. It is therefore very'important to develop communication
protocolsthat both minimize the need for commUliication among agents,'and the amount of
inforniation that has to be communicated. When designing interactions among agents, at
least the following issues should be taken into consideration [Hem 88]:
• not saturate communication channels
• use of efficient protocols. This will reduce the time needed for communication.
Using large messages will reduce the communication overhead, but the messages
will be more difficult to handle.
.
• problem decomposition. If sub-tasks are dependent a large communication overhead
will be required to maintain global coherence. Thus, fine-grained decomposition will
increase communication overhead.
It is important to note that limited communication resources should be used "intelligent" to
improve problem solvirig. It is bad policy both to communicate too much or too. little. In
particular; too much communication should be avoided because it might lead to the
following effects:
.
• delay on the comrn:unication channel due to heavy traffic
• PS efficiency decreases because agents sit idle waiting to communicate
• agents PS efficiency decreases because of the computing effort needed to transmit
!Ind receive messages
• it might cause set effects. Redundant information may confuse some agents.
The latter case needs some special attention. Let us consider the DSS2 for tracking vehicles
through a monitored area. An agent's detection is based upon signals received through
acoustic sensors. These sensors are very sensitive to noise, so the probability ofdetecting a
"ghost" vehicle is high; Thus, the agents have to cope with a large degree of uncertainty.
The agents may cooperate and help each other by telling'the neighbour agents when a
tracked vehicle is moving from one region to another. If the agents transmits tracked
vehicles uncritical, Le. without being positive that it is a real vehicle, a heavy burden will
be put on the system. First, lots of traffic willbe put on the communication channels due to
the agents transmitting unreal observations. Lot's of power will get lost because of agents
transmitting and receiving informatlcm. Second, the agents attention will be transferred

2 DSS: Distributed Sensor System
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from monitoring the whole area to checking the correctness of receiying tracks. If the
probability of transmitting a real track is high compared to transmitting'a"ghost" track, this
set-effect IS positive. It will be great help for the agents.. On' thedthei" hand, if this
.'
probability is low, the result might be a "confused" network..

a.

in a bps network it is difficult to limit the interngehtcommWlicationand 'still achieve the
poteritial benefit from the distnbuted architecture. However, what and', when to
communicate is very important for·the network perfonnarice. This leaves a heavy burden
.
on the network coordination policies.
Uncertainty in a DPS environment
i

The need for limited communication in a DPS network makes coordination strategies very
difficult to design [Corkill 83]. The result of limited communication is that each agent has
a restricted view of the ~ctivjty in the network. Thus, the' result is different kinds of
uncertaintY within the network [Lesser 87], [Bond 88]:
.

..

r'

;

• environmental uncertainty; agents does not have an accurate view of the other
agents (number and skill), the sensors (location and characteristics) and. the
communication channels (location). Thismay resultin poor estimation of changing
.'
,
"
. environment. ' ' . '
• data uncertainty; an agent do not have consistent and aC.curate data available or they
. do not know the correctness of the data. .
."
• control uncertainty;·an agent does not have a consistent and accurate view of the
other agents activity and they may also lack knowledge about the outcome of
deCisions.
'
.
.
• behavioral uncertainty; agents may not keep their delivery commitments.

.

~.".'

,;'

Dealirig with all these kinds of uncertaintyis a major challenge. to .DPS systems. Once
these problems have been solved, theory andsolutj<ms,will beavailable}Vhich increase the
reliability in a given network: A network handl{ng the problemS mentiQn~d above, will also
be able. to handle lots of other problems" (h.ardware failure, etc) given the ,right'
configuration. Coordination strategies musfbe developed for DPS systems in order to deal
with these problems.
.,
'"
" '.
,
Local agent sophistk~tion .
It is u~a1istic to believe that we can design :network cqntrol policies which an~ sufficient
flexible, efficient and that require Urnitcd .cqmmunicationresoUfces, while making all the
control decisions for all ,the agents in the network [Corkill 83]. It is thtrefore necessary to
develop ~clmiques which have a sophisticated fOI:ID, oflocal'control.
.

When an agent is working alone it does not need to explicitly reptesent its current and
expected future states. However, when an agent is to. work together with,other. agents, it has
to be able to represent these states explicitly. Both for its own useandfor$e use of the
other agents. It is inte~sting to note that agentS need more self-awareness when
cooperating with other agents than when they work alone [Dunee 88]. An agent working
alone can explore possible solution paths in anerraticman.i:1er, but. when working with
others it has to be more predictable for others to anticipate its actions and to coordinate
interactions [Durfee 88].
. '
In a distributed environment with a large degree of uncertainty the difficulty of controlling
becomes pronounced [Durfee 88]. Control must be distributed. Ifnot, it might result in:
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• the reliability of the syst~m ~ecre.ascs. If lhe,cpntroller, agen~ fails, so docs the
"system.,
"",.
, " '. .... . ...• "
,',~,\,: ~....
• thecofJtr()ller agent becomes ,a bottlen.eck b~cause the request Jor de~isions arrives
. faster than the c()iitrolleris able t9 process thcm;
' . . ..' ,..' ,.' ')
One of the t:hiI)gs; we require from a DPS network is. reliability and graceful degradation.
This requi.rement precludes iheuse'ofa global'.'c.ontroller" agent. Iiladditipn; it centralized
control str~tegyis less tlexi~le.:and less' capable ,of taking m~iInum advantage of
distributedprocessing rcsources [Hem 88].
Since control must be distributed, cooperation will require two types of control decisions
., .
.,.
[DurfeeB 87]:
• nety.rorlc control
,.• local control
Network control deais with'problcift decompo~itionand sub-task assiinment, and has been
the focus of much research within DPS. MO'st'of the' work has' been c"O:hcentrated on task. exchange algorithms (for example,bidding). [DurfceB 87].
..
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Local con~l;,Q~ the othethMq; d~'als with the' agt:nt$local d~cisioris. 'What sub-task to
execute next, etc:' 'Each agent must have sufficient khowledg~ ~o ,rnak,e its own decisions
about sub-tasks to solve and solutions to communicate, and be able to ey'a1ll ate its potential
"actions bytatdngthe effectonhetw6.tkproblehnolvirig iilto,'corl~id~~atlQn. How a given
problem is decomposed into sub-tasks willaffectthe local control procedures. Examples of
thisincludesthefollowing [DurfeeB 87J:' "

~task prec~dence' constfliints; TheI~'cal ~~ntioi d~dsio~ of ari. ag~nt with succeeding

tasks will depend on the decisions made by the agent with the preceqing task.
, • replication; Ifequh"~~rit tasks'ar~ ~ssiin~d tb' sev6~al rigerits', locat6ontrol decisions
will.depen,d'on whether'a equivalent task is exccuted·ornot:'
"
'
.- severaIpieces ot a'progtarn is presenCThe: need to synchrdnize,theSe pieces, and to
,. exchange iriformati6ri:between therh;'will :affect 16C'aIcontiol decisidns.' '
( ; 'Tries~types ofinieraction~ ar~ pres~nt in DP_S',~eiwo~k~ Thhs,'so~hlstic~ted local control
. af'eachagent is paramoun'tfor coherent cooperati6ri.'So'far,the qIajoiity-.otlocal control
.,
'
techniques have been unsophisticated [DurfecB87].

a

.

.

.

.

",

As stated earlier, the agents local viewpoints do n(jJ ,hav.e ,to be: ~ompattble with the
netwo~k point of view. This, together with the ne~d for local control at :theagents, gives
birth to' a 'new problem: Ifthe'agentslocal'cdnttorge~s too "strong"; it,rhay result in
..• ; "
• " •.• "
.'f-, . . . . . . ' ;..... ,. • • ':
... _ :
.',
,.-". ,.':"
..
-.,...• -.0
"
.....
opporrumsnc _. oenavlOr m me nerworK. vne' reason IOr sucna oenavlOr may oe mat one
agent has important knowledge that the~othersdoesn't h~ve'; A cooperation strategy must
make sure that ·things like this db not happen, and 'it will require a balance between local
and ,global control.
"
,
,~"

Uncertainty and the' distribution of- controlghies·birth 'tbCinother main concern; how to
achieve network-wide 'coherence.' ; . ,
-', '

C6-tierence in aDPS envir.onment

. ':. ,;'f
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'.'.

~

':

. .

.:.,~;

.:'

.

Coherence within a distributed environment can broadly be defined as [Durfee 85](pp. .
1025):
..

.

-

~

.

.

' .

.

3 Opportunism: Agents take advantage of opportunities and circumstances, with little regard to
consequences.
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"the activities ofthe agents should appear to make sense given overall network goals."
Along some dimensioll of evaluation, CO/Wft'flCC is a measuremenloll how welllhe system
behaves, as a unit. The following dimensions can be examined to evaluate coherence on a
DPS system [Bond 88]:

f '

• The quality of the solution; how satisfactory are the solutions produced, and how is
'the quality of them.
• Efficiency; how effici~nt1y do the system produce solution(s).
• Clarity; how easy isit to describe and represent the system's actions to an outside
observer.
• Graceful degradation; how does the system behave under failure, uncertainty and
at the limits of its environment.
,

l

.

(-

,

, .

,

When efficiency is used as a measurement, incoherence can he the result of conflict over
resources, agents duplicating each other's work redundantly or agents working against
each other by undoing the results of another. Thismay be done unwittingly or maliciously
[Bond 88]. According to [Fox 81], complexity may also reduce coherence. When tasks
'demands more resources than the current capability bounds, the need to allocate these adds
additional work and uncertainty, which may lead to worse coordination. Coordination and
coherence are related so that better coordination may increase coherence, through ,the
reduction of redundant work .[Bond 88] ~
Global coherence is particularly difficult to achieve in a dIstributed environment where
[DurfeeB 87]:

r ;

• commu.Tlication is limited due to ba..Tldwidtl} limitations.
• each agent has only a limited view of the network activity (this is partly because of
limited communication).
• there is no controller agent for coordination.
Obtaining global coherence is a key problem in a distributed problem solving network
[Corkill 83]. If this global coherence is not achieved, the network performance can be
diminished because of several factors. These factors include [Corkill 83]:
• processing power is wasted because agents wait for something to do
~ processing po\ver is wasted .becaus"e agents work against each Oth?f Le they. work at
cross-purposes with one another
• processing power is wasted because work is unnecessary duplicated
• processing' power is misallocated
Factors affecting coherence
Achieving network-wide coherence is a quite complicated process. There are lots of
parameters which have to be taken into consideration. How the task is' decomposed will
influence coherence in a DPS system. If it is decomposed so that dependencies among
subtasks is reduced as much as possible, then there is less possibility for harmful
interaction among agents. Interagent dependencies can also be reduced by adding more
resources [Fox 81]. Regulation of resources is also a method of increasing coherence.
The content of commuhication is important both for cooperation and coherence within a
DPS system. There are three characteristics of communication content in a distributed
environment which have impact on coherence [DurfeeA87](pp. 39):

• relevance; the degree to which the information is consistent with the solution derived
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by the network. High relevance implies more coherence because work is stimulated
along the solution path.
• timeliness; a measurement for the impact· a message has on the receivers current
activity. This is dependent on both the content of the message and the state of the
receiving agent. Receiving a message with the answer to a task an agent is about to
begin has high timeliness. If the message will have no effect on the receiver, there is
no reason to transmit it. However, if the message will have a positive effect on the
receiver (push the agent to work in more promising a.reas or the information is highly
needed), it should be sent at once. Thus, it affects coherence.
• completeness~ measures the fraction of a complete solution that the message
represents. The bigger fraction, the higher completeness of the message. High
completeness increases the coherence by reducing redundant messages, and
redundant activities in agents. In addition, high completeness of messages reduces
network traffic.
These three characteristics are not independent. For example, increasing completeness and
relevance may decrease timeliness.. Thus; compromises must remade when designing
communication policies to increase coherence. 'Anagent's 'focus can 'alsO be shifted
because of interaction with other agents. This distraCtion can be both positive arid
negative. When it is positive the agent's focus is shifted to be more globally useful, while
negative distraction introduces redundant activities [Bond 88].
As stated earlier,
coordination has great impact on coherence. Effective coordination implies some degree of
mutual predictability and lack of conflict. The more conflicts which have to be solved, the
less well coordinate the agents; For a network coordination policy to be successful some
criteriahas to be met [Corkill 83](pp. 749): '

=cove·iage-; all portions ofL.'1c overall problem must be included in at least onc agent's
activity
• connectivity; agents must interact in a manner which permits activities to be
developed and integrated into overall solutions
• capability; the above mentioned criterias must be achieved with the communication
and processing resources of the network
To ensure coherence each agent has to have an accurate and complete view of past, present
and future activities of 'all. the other agents. This implies simultaneous broadcasting of all
state changes for all agents. CommunicatioQ channels have limited bandwidth, they are not
error-free and they introduce delays. Thus, there is no practical way to ensure coherence at
a given moment [DurfeeB 87J .. lnstead, coherence y.'iIl depend on how each agent make
coherent local decisions based'on its local view [DurfeeB 87J.
Coherent behavior among'agents in a DPS 'environment is crucial to achieve the potential
network performance. However, much more research is needed in this area to understand
how to achieve optimal coherence.

Concluding remarks
Distribution is an intrinsic characteristic of many of the computational and symbolic
processing phenomena in the real world. It seems therefore natural that we pay attention to
some of these phenomena when trying to design DPS systems. Both humans and
computers have common characteristics; different appropriateness for a given problem,
limited capacity (bounded rationality), different skills, etc. This paper has focused on two
real world phenomena, scientific communities and'organizationaltheory, and tried to show
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that some aspects of them may be applicable as metaphors when designing DPS systems.
Scientific communities; when agents needs to be "intelligent", independent and their
relationship is changing relatively often. Organizational theory; when the individual agents
have well defined roles and their relationship is relatively static. However, in the real
world, a combination of the two may be the solution to some problems.
At the time being, metaphors from organizational theory seem most appropriate. The
individual agents need less "intelligence" because of their relatively static relationship and
they are therefore much easier to model However, a future goal must be to· develop
techniques sophisticated enough to handle cases were scientific communities are
applicable as metaphors.
.
Emphasis in this paper has been put on DPS domains where the relationship among the
agents is well defined, and thus motivated by the organizational theory metaphor.
Cooperation among the agents has been identified as a key issue within DPS research, and
some of the main concerns when designing such a system have been addressed.'
Cooperation is what gives DPS systems their potential power. However, cooperative
behavior among the agents are not easy to achieve; When deciding the interaction structure
among the agents, several aspects must be tateen into consideration. Several structures have
been discussed, and it is often a good idea to use a combination of different structures. As
concluded, communication is fundamental in a DPS system.
Unfortunately, the
communication channels are often limited, so agents have to be selective about what and
when to communicate. This restricts each agent's viewofnetwork activity and the result is
different kinds of uncertainty. Techniques that are able to handle these kinds of
uncertainties,also have the potential of making general networks more robust to failure.
The distributed enVirO!l~~ent, \!lith. L.~e mentioned characteristics, stresses L'1c centrol
problem. Since control also has to be distributed, the agents have to be more sophisticated.
Agent sophistication turns out to be an important research issue,. and especially in domains
were the scientific community metaphors seems suitable~ One of the major challenges is to
make agents smart enough to take decisions that are coherent within the network, despite
their lack of knowledge about the "world". I don't think that it is possible to achieve global
coherence within the network: at a given time. It is far too many factors that have influence
on coherence. Our goal should therefore be to achieve sufficient coherence in the network.
This means to design DPS systems that acts as a teatnand perform significantly better than
agents working on their own.
This paper is part of my Cand.Scient thesis at the University of Troms~. The thesis deals
with DPS ingeneral, and with emphasis.on coordination. Aspects discussed in this paper is
used as back5 iound material for cooperation and applied to a case-study in my th.esis; - a
system for monitoring patients during surgery.
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